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Town of Swanzey, New Hampshire 

Swanzey Zoning Board of Adjustment 
Meeting Minutes – March 18, 2019 

 
 
A meeting of the Swanzey Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Chair 
Keith Thibault. Present were Chair Thibault, Bob Mitchell, Bill Hutwelker, Jane Skantze, Bryan Rudgers, 
Alternate Eric Kallio and Beverly Bernard, Recording Secretary.  Also present was Director of Planning 
and Economic Development, Matthew Bachler. Bernard called the roll and read the agenda for the 
meeting. 
  
Absent:  Alternate Shane Bryant, Alternate Adam Mulhearn and Alternate Marty Geheran 
 
Others Present:   Jim Phippard from Brickstone Land Use Consultants, LLC, James Fleury and local 
residents including Jana and Steven Blake 
 
MINUTES:   

• The Minutes for Meeting February 11, 2019 were considered and motion was made by Skantze 
to approve them. There was a second by Kallio and no further discussion. All were in favor 
except Rudgers who abstained.  Motion passed.  

 
PUBLIC HEARINGS 
Variance Application 
James Fleury of 20 Waters Edge Road requests to grant a Variance from Section IV, Article B, Paragraph 
3 and Section XI, Article B, Paragraph 1 of the Zoning Ordinance to construct a 160 square foot deck 
located within the front yard setback and attached to an existing nonconforming residential dwelling 
that does not meet current setbacks. The subject property is shown at Tax Map 18, Lot 113 in the 
Residence District.  
 
The Chair seated himself, Mitchell, Hutwelker, Skantze, and Rudgers for this hearing. 
 
Public Hearing opened at 7:04 p.m. 
 
Discussion:  Mr. Fleury was present and he spoke to the Board about his wish to build an 8’ X 20’ deck 
onto the house which is setback only 20 feet from the road, and it is non-conforming because front 
setback by ordinance is 30 feet. Fleury said he would abandon a previous variance approved by the ZBA 
on September 17, 2018 – which would have allowed him to build a deck or patio at ground level - so that 
he can build at the road level.  He said he received a shoreline Permit By Notification for digging around 
the foundation for a dripline trench, to protect work done on the basement.  He said the addition would 
be a good thing for the neighborhood.   The Board reviewed the photos for the plans as to where the 
deck is proposed to be constructed. 
 
Bachler said he had not received a written response from Code Enforcement in time for the meeting but 
that the Code Enforcement Officer had conveyed verbally that he has no concerns with the proposal. 
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Fleury said the deck would be at street level along most of side of house. Rudgers asked about access 
and Fleury said there would be a door from  the house and that the deck would also be accessed from 
the front yard.  Thibault noted the site slopes considerably. Fleury said the house has been rehabilitated 
to positive responses from the neighbors. Fleury said the decking might be cedar but the frame might be 
pressure treated wood.  He said he might put a stain on it which would look better than painting it.  
 
Chair asked those gathered for any comments and there was none.  
 
The Chair closed the public hearing at 7:11 pm 
 
The Chair reviewed the Checklist for Granting a Variance with the members of the Board: 

 
1. Would the variances be contrary to the public interest? 

Members said:  Rudgers said no, he referred to the lot size being very small; Hutwelker no, Skantze 
no, Mitchell said he looks more favorably on variances that do not exaggerate the non-
conformance, and this request does not exaggerate the non-conformance. Thibault said no 
0 – Yes;  5 - No 
 

2. Would the spirit of the ordinance be observed if the variances were granted? 
Members said:   All said yes 
5 – Yes; 0 - No 
 

3. Would the granting the variances do substantial justice? 
Members said:  Skantze said yes; Rudgers said yes; Bill said there is no harm to the public, so yes, 
Mitchell said yes, Thibault said yes 
5 – Yes; 0  - No 
 

4. Could the variances be granted without diminishing surrounding property values? 
Members said:  Mitchell said there was no evidence presented that speaks to diminished property 
values; all agreed with Mitchell and said Yes. 
5 – Yes; 0 - No 
 

5. Do special conditions of the property exist that distinguish it from other properties in the area?   
Members said:  Skantze said yes because of the size of the lot and the slope, Mitchell said yes 
because of sharp drop at the back of the property; Rudgers said yes because of the steepness; Bill 
agreed, as did Thibault 
5 - Yes; 0 - No 
 
A.i. Owing to the special conditions of the property that distinguish it from other property in the area, 
there is not a fair and substantial relationship between the general public purpose of the ordinance 
and the specific application of the provision to the property?   
Members said: All said yes 
5 – Yes; 0 - No 

 
A.ii. Is the proposed use a reasonable one?   

Members said:  all said yes 
5 – Yes; 0 - No 
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If the criteria in subparagraph a. and b. are not met, an unnecessary hardship will be deemed to exist if, and only if:  
 
B. Owing to the special conditions of the property that distinguish it from other properties in the area the property 
cannot be reasonably used in strict conformance with the ordinance, and a variance is necessary to enable a 
reasonable use of the property: 
  Members said: 

- Yes;   - No 
 
The Chair noted it was unnecessary to review item B. for hardship based on meeting the criteria for a. and b. 
above. 

 
The Chair entertained a motion to grant the request of James Fleury of 20 Waters Edge Road for a 
Variance from Section IV, Article B, Paragraph 3 and Section XI, Article B, Paragraph 1 of the Zoning 
Ordinance to construct a 160 square foot deck located within the front yard setback and attached to an 
existing nonconforming residential dwelling that does not meet current setbacks for property shown at 
Tax Map 18, Lot 113 in the Residence District based on the responses to the checklist. 
 

Motion was made by Mitchell to grant the request of James Fleury of 20 Waters Edge Road for a 
Variance from Section IV, Article B, Paragraph 3 and Section XI, Article B, Paragraph 1 of the 
Zoning Ordinance to construct a 160 square foot deck located within the front yard setback and 
attached to an existing nonconforming residential dwelling that does not meet current setbacks 
on property shown at Tax Map 18, Lot 113 in the Residence District. There was a second to the 
motion by Skantze and no further discussion. All were in favor. Motion passed. 

 
DISCUSSION/OTHER BUSINESS 
Motion for Rehearing 
Jana and Steven Blake request that the Board grant a rehearing regarding the Board’s decision rendered 
on February 11, 2019 on the Special Exception application submitted by Swanzey Lake Campground LLC. 
 
The Chair noted this is a public meeting but not a public hearing and therefore there will be no 
opportunity for public comment. He then gave the Board time to review the Motion for Rehearing 
submitted by Jana and Steven Blake and attorney G. Jeremy Hockensmith, Esquire, of Sheldon, Davis, 
Wells, and Hockensmith, PC. 
 
Mitchell noted that while he was a part of the meeting and decision of February 11, 2019, he was not in 
attendance at the site visit. Bachler recommended that Mitchell not vote, but he be able to participate 
in discussion.  Thibault did not seat Mitchell, but he was permitted to participate in discussion. 
 
Skantze asked for clarification. Thibault noted that either side may ask for a rehearing in a case.  Thibault 
said if the Board decides there was something missing during the hearing, based on the input, they can 
decide on a rehearing.  If they decide not to rehear the case, the petitioner may take the case to court.  
 
Rudgers said he thought some of these things were addressed.  Rudgers corrected the last page in 
reference to the Swanzey Planning Board being stated in the document instead of the Zoning Board. 
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Mitchell referred to item #25 regarding financial difficulties of the applicants. Thibault said while the 
information was presented regarding the financials of the campground applicants, the Board did not 
make that part of the decision-making process of the Board. 
 
Discussion continued regarding police calls and boats on the lake.   
 
Hutwelker noted that the Board did not have present tonight all those who were present for the 
decision. Mulhearn and Geheran were at the meeting in February, but not here tonight. There was a 
discussion regarding the minutes.  Mitchell acknowledged reading the minutes for the site walk. Kallio 
noted the application has yet to go to the Planning Board.  Hutwelker said it won’t go to the Planning 
Board if the rehearing is denied.  Skantze noted we are on the clock, regarding rending a decision within 
30 days. Hutwelker said there is no guarantee the Board will have five full members the next time.   
 
Mitchell said he would be comfortable sitting in on the decision-making process. The Chair seated 
Mitchell for Mulhearn since he did attend the hearing meeting.  
 
Bachler reviewed the RSA regarding the ability of Town Boards to impose conditions on the anticipated 
direct impacts of that use. It was noted that the Planning Board has that option as well through its Site 
Plan Review process. He said the opportunity to address some concerns, like buffering and screening, 
more typically is handled by the Planning Board.  
 
Mitchell spoke about item #43 in the attorney’s letter to the ZBA and discussion followed about existing 
septic runoff potential impacting a seasonal stream. Bachler said Town staff met with the property 
owner who claimed there might be an issue in the summer months. It was agreed that it was a seasonal 
issue and cannot be observed today. In addition Bachler said there was no record in Town documents 
about problems with septic runoff and it is the Town’s intent to visit the site in April and monitor once 
the campground is open.  It is not a documented issue as of this point in time, although it was raised 
during the public hearing. Bachler said if a water problem was to be shown in the future the State 
Department of Environmental Services (NH DES) would order resolution. It would become a State issue. 
 
Hutwelker said that there are a lot of good points made in the document in regard to being offensive to 
the neighborhood and in regards to the traffic generation – number provided by attorney they didn’t 
have.  With regard to being an appropriate location, the Town needs to decide whether existing zoning 
is appropriate for the lake. The density that is allowed by camping would be much more significant than 
with single family homes during the course of a year.  He asked the members if this is an appropriate 
location for further density.  He also agreed that the Board did not consider the financial implications.  
Hutwelker said as far as being obnoxious and offensive, there was substantial testimony in regard to 
noise and smoke from the neighbors who attended the hearing. He said there is no question that people 
talking in a normal voice can be heard on the Blake property. 
 
Skantze said there was ample opportunity for the petitioner to bring some of these items up.  The police 
calls point was not brought up at the time.  Hutwelker said it is not the responsibility of the ZBA to 
encourage action by an applicant.  
 
Thibault poled the members and asked for a motion for this request. 
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Motion was made by Hutwelker to grant a rehearing request made by Jana and Steven Blake 
regarding the Board’s decision rendered on February 11, 2019 on the Special Exception 
application submitted by Swanzey Lake Campground LLC, second by Mitchell.  Kallio voted no, 
Skantze said no, Thibault voted no. 3 opposed, 2 in favor. Rudgers abstained. The motion to 
grant a rehearing did not pass.  

 
Bachler said there needs to be a second motion to deny a re-hearing.   
 

Kallio moved to deny a rehearing request made by Jana and Steven Blake regarding the Board’s 
decision rendered on February 11, 2019 on the Special Exception application submitted by 
Swanzey Lake Campground LLC, second by Skantze.   Kallio, Skantze, and Thibault voted in favor. 
Hutwelker and Mitchell voted against. Rudgers abstained.  3 in favor, 2 opposed. The motion to 
deny a rehearing passed.  

 
 
ELECTION OF OFFICERS 
The Board discussed election of officers. 
 

Motion was made by Hutwelker to re-appoint Keith Thibault as Chair and Bob Mitchell as Vice 
Chair of the Zoning Board of Adjustment for 2019. There was a second to the motion by Rudgers 
and no further discussion. All were in favor. Motion passed. 

 
OTHER BUSINESS 
Election Results for Expiration of Permits 
Rudgers asked about election results regarding permit expiration.  The article passed, said Bachler.  All 
the Zoning amendments passed. Bachler said he would bring copies of the ordinances, including 
amendments, to the next meeting. The issue was that Variance and Special Exception not acted upon 
within two years of receiving approval would become invalid. Bachler said a notice would be provided 
by the Planning Board that the older approvals will expire.  
 
ADJOURNMENT 
Motion to adjourn was made by Kallio, seconded by Skantze and all were in favor. Motion passed.  
Adjournment occurred at 7:59 p.m. 
 
Respectfully Submitted, 

 
 
Beverly Bernard, Recording Secretary 


